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WINTER EDITION 

• No-contact fitness practices with the 
Ghost of  Oliver Hall in the background. 

 

• Jayhawks create a steering committee to 
sharpen the KJRFC and KRF operations. 

 

• 35th Anniversary of  the Jayhawks hosting 
and then touring Argentina’s Condors.  



 

WHAT’S GOING ON 
 

This Past Fall: 

The Pandemic forced all fall games to be cancelled, so the 
team spent the fall getting together for fitness and work-
ing non-contact drills on rugby basic skills. This was done 
on campus on the “Central Field” which sits directly upon 
the footprint of the Jayhawks’ old pitch behind Oliver 
Hall. - We provide some photos of a rugby practice. 

 

Sharpening the Saw: 

The Jayhawks took advantage of the downtime this fall to 
look closely at their overall organization structure. Our 
goal is to be excellent.  - We also want to avoid a continu-
ity failure.  

• We examined the relationship between the Kansas 
Rugby Foundation and the Kansas Jayhawks Rugby 
Football Club. 

• We examined the quality control issues of the KJRFC 
operations. 

 

Argentina 1985: 

The Condors are preparing a story on the 35th anniver-
sary of their tour to USA and contacted Jayhawk alum, 
Lou Blanco for some details. It’s a good story from our 
end, too. The Jayhawks played and beat the Condors in 
Lawrence. - We then quickly planned a tour of Argentina.  
All of this was done in an era before the use of the inter-
net and personal computers. Putting both tours together 
was a challenge. Details of both hosting and then touring 
are provided. 

 

 

Steering Committee 

Sharpening the Saw 
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If you haven’t been to KU recently, you would not recognize the SW corner of the campus. The massive 
McCollum Hall dorm was demolished and the area from there to Allen Field House is now developed. 
New dorms now sit immediately west of Oliver Hall and Oliver is empty, awaiting demolition. You can see 
Oliver’s top floor peeking over the new dorm in this photo. 

 

The multi-use “Central Field” now sits where the Jayhawks once played in the 1960’s and 1970’s. The 
Jayhawks have been using the field for on-campus fitness training. (Westwick remains the game site.) 



 

STEERING COMMITTEE  
Established to Guarantee Continued Jayhawk Success 
 

 By Bob Tucker 

President, Kansas Rugby Foundation 
 

 Leadership for the Kansas Jayhawk Rugby Football Club, along with members of the Kansas Rugby 

Foundation, are in discussions to ensure the future of our club. 

 

 We have experienced great success with our student athletes and coaching resources in “on the field” re-

sults.  Everyone has been thrilled with these results.  Several key resources have come together to attain 

these achievements.  We have been asking ourselves, “How can we guarantee these results?” and “What 

are our risks to consider to guarantee future success?” 

 

 Obviously, no one would mess with what we have in place; after establishing such a winning result.  Nev-

ertheless, we feel growth is a result of “structure”.  We want to ensure focus on critical success factors and 

that routine decision making is fluid and focused.  It has been said (thank you Coach Andy Stewart) “It 

takes 4 years to build a team, but we can lose that focus in a single 

year”. We want a structure that ensures the organization is in place to repeat as Heart of America col-

lege champ every year!   

 

 The structure we are considering is a steering committee, involving 2 KJRFC members, 2 KRF members, 

and one at-large alumni. The two main purposes of this committee are to: 

 

• Select and monitor the performance of Head Coach and Club CEO. (Previously elected by the club 

members.) 

• Provide the communication interface between the organizations: KRF (charity) and KJRFC (club). 

 

 All rugby clubs are at risk of having an exodus of management talent and entering a serious downward spi-

ral. College rugby clubs are especially at risk because of the transient nature of their student membership. 

Right now, the Jayhawks (as an org) have a lot of senior management who played in the 1970’s and 1980’s. 

We are looking beyond our current roster of senior management. 

 

 Our hope is to “institutionalize” our great success and support our coaching staff with recurring 

processes that will sustain success in developing our game and student athletes.  

 

 Study has begun on how our alumni can support the existing infrastructure.  The thinking is to develop a 

steering committee to join the intersection between KJRFC and KRF, utilizing key leaders at a higher level 

of support and cooperation.  This will involve the voice of the student athletes, our internal customers, as 

well as coaches and alumni.  More to come on these developments.  We’ll take our time and get input from 

all levels.  And in the meantime keep you informed. 

 

 Best regards, 

 

 Bob 



 

 

Non-Contact Practices on Campus 
Club trains in preparation for resumption of  rugby games 

The Jayhawks’ fall season was cancelled by 
their Union and by the University’s activity 
rules. So the club kept together and worked 
on fitness for the eventual resumption of 
play. Since carpooling was not to be used, 
they met on campus using a multi-purpose 
athletic field that is located off 19th Street 
and west of Naismith Drive.  

 

This field called “Central Field” sits on top 
of the former rugby pitch location from the 
1960’s and 1970’s.  Central Field is artificial 
turf and lined for soccer and lacrosse. It 
has no goal areas, so could never be a good 
rugby pitch. Westwick will remain the 
home of the Jayhawks when play returns. 

 

Photos provided here are from a mid-week 
practice in October. Arriving players got 
their temperature checked upon arrival and 
were required to wear masks through the 
training. At the end of drills, they played a 
limited scrimmage of “touch” using pipe 
insulation noodles, to avoid direct player 
contact.  Turnout for practice has been 
very good and we have a nice percentage of 
FRESHMEN on the club. **** 

Right: Chicago Senior Right: Chicago Senior Right: Chicago Senior Right: Chicago Senior Scott Merdinger Scott Merdinger Scott Merdinger Scott Merdinger is checked in by club is checked in by club is checked in by club is checked in by club 
volunteer volunteer volunteer volunteer Dave KastenDave KastenDave KastenDave Kasten    

Below: (LBelow: (LBelow: (LBelow: (L----R) Coaches R) Coaches R) Coaches R) Coaches Matt Schwartz Matt Schwartz Matt Schwartz Matt Schwartz & & & & Andy StewartAndy StewartAndy StewartAndy Stewart....    



 

 

Above Right: Chicago Sophomore engineering major Above Right: Chicago Sophomore engineering major Above Right: Chicago Sophomore engineering major Above Right: Chicago Sophomore engineering major Andrew Bartosz Andrew Bartosz Andrew Bartosz Andrew Bartosz checks in. Last fall’s newsletter detailed the Iowa checks in. Last fall’s newsletter detailed the Iowa checks in. Last fall’s newsletter detailed the Iowa checks in. Last fall’s newsletter detailed the Iowa 
game in which Andrew was the freshman who broke his ankle. Its good to see him fully recovered and back on the club.game in which Andrew was the freshman who broke his ankle. Its good to see him fully recovered and back on the club.game in which Andrew was the freshman who broke his ankle. Its good to see him fully recovered and back on the club.game in which Andrew was the freshman who broke his ankle. Its good to see him fully recovered and back on the club.    



 

 

Above Left: Senior Above Left: Senior Above Left: Senior Above Left: Senior Isaac Schmidt Isaac Schmidt Isaac Schmidt Isaac Schmidt (black shirt) helps Coach Andy Stewart run a drill on speed passing.(black shirt) helps Coach Andy Stewart run a drill on speed passing.(black shirt) helps Coach Andy Stewart run a drill on speed passing.(black shirt) helps Coach Andy Stewart run a drill on speed passing.    

Above Right: Junior Above Right: Junior Above Right: Junior Above Right: Junior Clayton GintherClayton GintherClayton GintherClayton Ginther, drops his mask to smile and show the scrimmage’s “tackling noodles”., drops his mask to smile and show the scrimmage’s “tackling noodles”., drops his mask to smile and show the scrimmage’s “tackling noodles”., drops his mask to smile and show the scrimmage’s “tackling noodles”.    



 

Remembering Argentina 1985 
The Jayhawks were visited by the Condors on tour in the USA.  

The Jayhawks then quickly organized a tour to South America 
within that same year.  

In a pre-internet era, this was tougher than you may realize. 

 

Here is a look back…. 

1977 England 

1979 Scotland & Ireland 

1981 England, Wales, and France 

1983 New Zealand 

1985 Argentina 

1987 Belgium & Holland 

1989 British Columbia, Canada 

1992 New Zealand 

1994 Ireland 

1997 South Africa 

2009 New Zealand 

2011 Brazil 

2013 South Africa 

2015 Ireland 

2017 New Zealand 

2019 Wales & Scotland 

Jayhawk Foreign Tours:Jayhawk Foreign Tours:Jayhawk Foreign Tours:Jayhawk Foreign Tours:    

35th 
Anniversary 



 

 Argentina 1985 
 
 The Pandemic has limited the ma-
terial we can write about in this 
Newsletter this fall, however Jay-
hawk alum Lou Blanco was con-
tacted in September by members of 
the Argentina Condors RFC who 
are writing their own retrospective 
of 1985. – This is an excellent topic 
for the Newsletter to visit, since it 
exhibits one of the “high water 
marks” of the Jayhawks’ great his-
tory. - We contacted several mem-
bers of that Jayhawk side and they 
provided the Newsletter their 
memories. 
 

 Overview  
In spring 1985, Argentina’s Con-
dors rugby club came to tour the 
USA. This was a deep men’s club 
side that had a number of the jun-
ior players on their national team, 
the Pumas.  
 

One of their tour stops was in 
Lawrence, where they played 
and were DEFEATED by the 
Jayhawks. 
 
 The Jayhawks had been in prelimi-
nary planning to go on tour of 
South Africa that summer of 1985, 
but there was a world-wide boycott 
of SA at that time as a protest to 
SA’s Apartheid (state sanctioned 
oppressive racial segregation). That 
tour would have embarrassed the 
university. The Jayhawks had a 
player named Rick von Ende, who 
was also the Executive Secretary to 
KU’s Chancellor and was KU’s 
chief lobbyist. Von Ende realized 
the great connections the Jayhawks 
had created with the Condors and 
encouraged the club to quickly shift 
their tour plans to Argentina and 
they went just a few months after 
the Condors’ USA Tour.  
 
        
    
    

So many things can be observed 
in this story: 

• How & why would a nationally 
high-profile South American team 
contact and plan a trip to Law-
rence? 

• How would the Jayhawks 
quickly plan the details of a South 
American tour in the era before the 
internet, when even phone calls 
cost a fortune?  

• There was a language barrier 
that compounded all of this. 

• How well did the Jayhawks do 
in Lawrence and then later on tour? 
  

 Jayhawk Visibility 
In 1985, the Jayhawks were BOTH 
a very strong men’s club side and 
college side. Both were perennially 
in the national men’s & college 
playoffs. This was a few years be-
fore locating and buying the land 
that would become Westwick, but 
they had started fund drives to that 
end.  
 



 

 The late Allen Chapman arrived 
at KU as a professor in 1975 and 
started the club on international 
tours in 1977. That helped put the 
Jayhawks “on the map” both do-
mestically and internationally. He 
was heavily involved in all the Jay-
hawks’ tours up until he passed 
away in 1994. The Jayhawks had 
by 1985 established a track record 
for hosting visiting tours.  
 
 The late Gene Roberts was a 
Jayhawk alum who by 1985 was 
President of the Western Rugby 
Union (then ¼ of the country), he 
was also on the board of USA 
Rugby Union and Manager of 
USA International Tours. He was 
very well connected and fre-
quently worked on the Jayhawks’ 
behalf. 
 
 The late Rick von Ende was part 
of the University’s senior admini-
stration staff and a player on the 
club. He was also a rising star in 
the USA rugby scene and would 
later succeed Roberts as President 
of the Western Union. 
 
 So the club’s visibility in USA 
rugby was part of the reason 
the Condors and the Jayhawks 
got connected for the Condors’ 
USA tour. 
 

 Jayhawks on the Field 
The Jayhawks beat the Condors in 
Lawrence, playing on the pitch at 
23rd and Iowa Street. 
 
 The Condors pounded the Jay-
hawks in Argentina. 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 Jayhawks Off  the Field 
The club made many friends for 
life. The Condors stayed with Jay-
hawk players while here. None 
spoke English, but got along well. 
Several of their players came back 
to Lawrence and played for the 
Jayhawks. 
 
 The hospitality was reciprocated 
in South America. The Jayhawks 
attended the Argentina/France 
test. Hugo Porta was Argentina’s 
flyhalf and thought to be the 
world’s best at that position. After 
the match with France, Porta 
came out of his locker room and 
spent time with the Jayhawks, 
which was one of the tour’s high-
lights. 
 
 The cultural difference between 
the Jayhawks and the Argentina 
population was deeper than the 
language barrier. The Jayhawks 
had a much earlier dinner routine 
and also drank much more alcohol 
than the locals. All of this con-
spired to grind down the Jay-
hawks, but the tour is remem-
bered as one of the Jayhawks’ very 
best. 
 

  

On the following pages are some 
memories of  some of  the Jayhawk 
players from that time 



 

 

Bill Mills – Then the Jayhawks’  Head Coach  
 
Getting there: We had a 9 hour layover in Miami on the way to Argentina, which proved advantageous for 
the bars and strip clubs of South Beach, but hard on the Dodge City tourists.  
 
 Our first stop was fabulous Buenos Aires with its European lifestyle and mystique.  Joe Kieltyka and I 
visited the Plaza de Mayo, where hundreds of mothers, who were missing their kidnapped children, would 
gather to protest the Argentine military for kidnapping their children during the “Dirty War”.  We also man-
aged to walk across the 9 lanes of the world’s widest boulevard the 9 de Julio Avenue.   
 
 Rick Renfro is right, most of the evenings and early mornings were spent in the New York discotheque.  
At midnight, the disk jockey would play Springsteen's "Born in the USA", for our enjoyment.  The housing 
conditions were Spartan at best.  Our first lodge was the Hotel Tres Sargentos. The first night there the en-
tire building went black because we had used too many blow dryers at the same time and the electrical sys-
tem could not accommodate that much power. The next morning the elevator, full of our tour party, fell a 
story and a half and arrived in the lobby with a loud thud.  The elevator was roped off for the rest of our 
stay and we used the stairs.  
 
 Buenos Aires was very European and hip, Rosario was blue collar with working gaucho ranches and Mar 
del Plata was a tourist spot with the ocean nearby and the world’s largest casino. Doug McCauley and 
Duck Harris, at the post game banquet in M del P, started a perverse ring toss game from table to table 
with the fried calamari.   
 

 Style of play: The Argentine club sides played a combination of tough/technical forward play with their 
dominant set piece scrum and open field freestyle attack. Argentinian forwards are schooled in the 'Bajada' 
or 'Bajadita,' a different scrum technique invented in the late 'Sixties by the legendary Carlos “Veco” 
Villegas.  One defining characteristic of the method is that all of the power is directed into the hooker. In 
other words, they scrum along an imaginary arrow drawn pointing inwards from either side of the No 8, 
which means all the power is directed towards the hooker. Their open field play and counter-attack was a 
combination of sand lot touch 7’s and free form attack.  All of the teams would catch, pass and run with the 
ball from anywhere on the pitch.   

 
 Test match:  We attended the second test match between Argentina and France.  After the match we 
met with legendary flyhalf Hugo Porta.  He was a gracious representative for all that is good about interna-
tional rugby.   
 
 Tour preparation: Most international club side tours take a year to organize. On this tour we had a few 
weeks to plan.  Without the internet we relied upon long distance international phone calls to Argentina. 
 Lou Blanco was pivotal, as our translator, and von Ende’s office, at Strong Hall, facilitated the long, long 
distance bill.  Peter Scertiic and his San Diego based tour agency, provided the ground transport, hotel in 
BA and airline tickets.  The tour team kit, blazer patches, tour ties and tour bags arrived two days before 
departure.  It was nerve rattling but rewarding. I will look for tour photos and will provide any additional 
information for you as I reflect.   
 
 Good luck,  
 
 Bill 



 

(L-R) The late Al Tebben, Paul Diedrich (tour captain), 
and Bill Mills (head coach) 



 

Paul Diedrich – Tour Captain 
 
 My recollections of those years are clouded together.  We were so busy on many fronts. We were running 
two very competitive sides - club and collegiate. We were planning tours and hosting touring sides. The 
“First IV Forever” (fund raising concept for raising money to buy a pitch) was a silver plated shovel that is 
now in the Clubhouse. It has the engraved names of the donors who gave over $2,000 each. 
 
 Argentina Tour: Bill Mills was the coach, I was captain, Rick von Ende was tour manager and Lou 
Blanco kept the whole thing together because he spoke Spanish – Lou was involved in planning, interpret-
ing and basically doing all the things that one needs to do, to become the tour’s OSVA Award recipient. 
 
Regarding matches: I don't even remember if we won a match.  The two matches that do stick out in my 
head were kicking off to the Condores three consecutive times and having them score tries on three con-
secutive returns. After which, I went to whomever was kicking off and promised them that if he kicked it 
deep one more time...something bad was going to happen. 
 
The other match I remember was Mar del Plata where we showed up and there were two teams warming 
up - one to play the first half and one to play the second.  After insisting that we would not do this, we 
went ahead and did it anyway.  
   
Regarding Argentina: 
(1) There were 3 different currencies floating around that year.  Inflation was in the 100s of Percent.  The 
employed would take this week’s paycheck and put it in the bank, and remove at the end of the following 
week because they were making as much money on the interest as they did their wages. Food was very in-
expensive - a steak dinner that would have cost $30-40 in the US then, was about $5-10 there. 
 
(2) Argentina has the largest grain belt in the world. Some of us were wondering why the US did not invest 
in it.  After a prolonged discussion, someone pointed out, “Who would you negotiate with?”  As Roger 
mentioned to you, the prior Junta (military group that ruled after taking over the country by force) were 
on trial and basically the government and economy were in constant chaos. 
 
(3) Regarding rugby in Argentina, it was the upper class who played the sport in Buenos Aires, as rugby 
clubs were attached to athletic clubs that also had soccer, etc. teams.  We were wined and dined all the days 
we were there and saw the “upper crust” for the first week.  When we left Buenos Aires to drive to Mar del 
Plata, we drove through the poorest living conditions I had ever seen in my life.  Miles and miles as far as 
one could see were shanties with or without roofs, no roads, and total squalor.  After a few miles of this 
Doug McCauley famously stated "No wonder they have revolutions down here". 
 
Regarding Rio de Janeiro: 
(1) We stopped in Rio de Janeiro for three days on the way home.  The first day we went on a city tour, the 
lift to the Christ Figure, etc. 
 
 (2) The next two days I spent in bed with a serious case of the flu that lasted through about 3-5 days at 
home after our return, so again, my memory of events is very clouded. 
 
This was a great idea for an article. 
  

Paul  



 

 



 

 

Rick Renfro – Jayhawk Tourist 
 
 Condors came here for a week. We played one game and beat them. That Condors match was in mud 
and intermittent freezing rain and that took all their speed and scrummaging advantages away.  The fol-
lowing KU KSU match went into multiple overtimes. It was miserable. Wint Winter Sr. had a rodeo or-
ganized and they stayed at our houses. Not one of them could speak English and only Lou Blanco and 
Scott Stites spoke Spanish, but we were able to communicate very well with a little lubrication. They 
made great progress with the college coeds. 
 
The Condors’ Edwardo Saenz suggested we go to Argentina and since South Africa was out because of 
Apartheid, we took him up on it. They made us pay for their loss in the USA and scored 88 points on us 
when tries were only 4 points. Track meet!! 
 
For three days we stayed in the "Yellow Submarine" at Rossaro. A dormitory at their fields where we 
stayed in four bunk beds. We took the mattresses out and Doug McCauley fell through to the floor. 
Dave Hay got a hold of a lawn mower and started it up right outside the door to keep everyone awake.  
 
 At Mara Del Plata we stayed at a really nice Casino and I ate my first calamari. In BA we hung out at the 
"New York" night club. We would show up at 9pm and be the first ones there. At 1am the place was 
packed with 1,500 people dancing until 5am. The owner gave us free passes the next two nights because 
he said the 35 of us drank more than all 1,500 others that were there. 
 
I also don't believe we won any games, but feel like we were competitive in the other four.  
We learned how to "lift" in the line-out with the props before it was legal. We also learned about the 
eight man push in the scrum with the hooker acting like a prop. 
 
The best thing was that we were able to bring five players over to live and play with us for a year. They 
lived and worked with Joe Kieltyka at his restaurant, the Stonewall. We got a flyhalf, center, prop, lock 
and flanker. Awesome players and lifelong friends. Scott Stites went to 
Argentina for 6 months and was able to practice his Spanish and scrumming. This is an example of the 
Jayhawks getting even more international connections provided by our tours.  You don't need to 
speak the same language when you have Rugby in common. 
 
Thanks,  
 
Rick    

Next Page:  

Top: Jayhawks (Blue) Condors (Red/Black) in Argentina. 

 

Bottom: The late Rick von Ende, (tour manager) making a  

dinner presentation. 



 

 



 

 

Roger Walter – Jayhawk Tourist 
 
 In an interview with Roger, he remembered going to the American Embassy to check-in the team with the 
diplomats. The embassy’s front door was protected by concrete bunkers with gun slits that looked like 
something from D-Day in World War II. The American Ambassador later came to a Jayhawk match. 
 
 Roger and Joe Kietyka hired an interpreter and managed to sit in the court room as the leaders of the 
Military Junta were put on trial for war crimes. It was the biggest story in their country’s news. 
 
 The War between Britain and Argentina over the Falkland Islands (or in Argentina, Islas Malvinas) had 
been fought just a couple of years before the tour and feelings were raw, so the Jayhawks’ prime tourist 
Allen Chapman (Englishman) did not go. 
 
 On the Condors game in Argentine, Roger remembers a different score of 65-0. Roger said “They were a 
good team. The Condors were an all-star combined team from several clubs.  Memory faded and faulty.  I 
remember Duck Harris coming onto the bus after the game, directing a question to me fuming ‘… 65 -0! 
I have never been beaten 65 to 0 in anything, have you?’ I replied after careful thought ‘...probably.’  That 
cracked up Paul Diedrich.” 
 
 Roger also remembers that the Jayhawks partied so hard on tour that they deteriorated on field. Overall, it 
was remembered by him as a terrific tour. 



 

 

Lou Blanco – Tour Planner, Interpreter, Recipient of the Tour’s OSVA Award 
 
 I was the translator and scored the first try. And won the OSVA. It was and still is a great honor for me... 
  
Who in/from South America assisted in setting up that Jayhawk tour? Well, I think many did really.  I re-
member going to Bill Mills’ house and calling teams to get matches arranged. We got through to the Uru-
guayans, but never were able to secure a match.  Communication was really tough back then.  
 
 The Los Cóndores were instrumental in helping us set up matches for our tour. They arranged for the Jay-
hawks to pass through customs in Buenos Aires with VIP service. They met with us and went out with us 
frequently. We pretty much played all our matches against their different club sides in Buenos Aires, Rosario, 
and Mar Del Plata. 5 of the seven matches were in B.A. 
 
The Los Cóndores was a select side, sort of a Jr. Pumas side that toured the US in the spring of 1985. I 
know their first match was in Miami, then they made it to the West coast and Lawrence was somewhere in 
the mix.  
 
 I actually did not play in that match, as we had a K-
State collegiate match (that K-State won). The good 
thing was that we really hit it off with these guys; even 
with the language limitations... they were so much bet-
ter than us.  
 
 Their forwards managed the ball between them in 
close proximity very well, rucked with purpose and 
their set piece were solid.  
 
 The backs were smooth in their passing, disciplined 
on defense, and gained major advantages on any of 
our breakdowns.   
 
 Off the field, we spent 2-3 days with them, played 
touch sevens indoors at Robinson Gym, took them to 
parties, sang songs at the “Up and Under” bar above 
Johhny’s...it was really an unforgettable time which we 
repeated a couple months later in Buenos Aires.... man 
those were some special months. What other sport 
does that?  
 
 I would also add that we had some pretty good talent, 
Pete Knudsen was on the All American team; Pete 
along with Duck Harris and Louie Riederer were on 
the Western All Star squad. One of the Argentines was 
on the actual Jr Puma side which played an exhibition 
game before a France/Argentine test match, where he 
entered as a sub at wing.  We were there to watch Ar-
gentina beat France for the first time....the whole ex-
perience was surreal…. 



 

 

Scott Stites – 19 Year Old Rookie Tourist 
 
 I have a ton on memories from this trip so here is a by no means complete “Stream of Consciousness” set 
of recollections.   
 
 In our first match against the Condors they didn’t seem to know, or care that any of us spoke Spanish so in 
lineouts they would just say who they were throwing the ball to.  Lou Blanco figured this out and after los-
ing 3 or 4 lineouts in a row they went to signals. 
 
 Rick von Ende was sort of struggling as Tour Manager, but kept announcing that Allen and Margaret 
Chapman’s entry visas were being worked out by the Swiss Embassy and the ship would soon be righted.  
Seems David Hay was calling Rick almost daily impersonating Allen and telling him they were on their way, 
waiting to enter Argentina from Brazil, etc. and this went on for over a week.  Not sure when Rick realized 
he’d been subjected to another prank. 
 
 My subconscious campaign to win the “Ugly American Award” away from Doug McCauley began by 
forgetting the rugby balls during our first practice and having to cab back to the hotel while Mills ran every-
one’s legs off 
 
 Our bus driver, Buffalo Stupido fishtailing the bus 37 times at about 70mph while avoiding a head on colli-
sion with a dump truck in an ill-advised passing move on the highway.  After getting the bus under control he 
still had a 2 ½” ash on the end of his cigarette. 
 
 I went on a double date set up by one of the Champagnat guys and while we were sitting in a nightclub the 
entire French team came in wearing matching powder blue tuxedos with ruffled shirts, and giant bow ties.  I 
wound up talking to Serge Blanco and Daniel Dubroca (French prop) for about an hour. 
 
 The late, great, Al Tebben chewing cigarette tobacco because he ran out of Skoal. 
 
 Larry “Wonderboy” Weatherby, Larry “Hypno-Pass” Thigpen, and Eli Robertson being escorted off 
the jetway in Rio by the police (one of whom dropped his revolver in front of everyone) for a not-so-friendly 
interrogation.  Sorta wonder why Eli shaved and got a haircut before we left BA. 
 
 Drunk body surfing in Rio as a storm had worked up giant waves.  As we finished, Louie couldn’t find his 
shorts and we were loudly applauded by 15 nuns who were watching from the railing of the pool deck.   
 
 I could go on forever but this trip bound me to the club and the game in ways I could never imagine 9 
months earlier. 
  
Great Idea and have fun with this! 
  
Scott 



 

 
Doug McCauley – Jayhawk Tourist 
 
 Fun fact; the day of the Test Match our bus was mistaken for the French team.  They let us in and escorted 
us to the French parking area thinking we were the French because of our blue shirts and the Bird on them, 
Jayhawk, not the French Rooster, oh well!  Our touring black player, Larry Thigpen was mistaken for Serge 
Blanco, very famous French fullback.  The kids were gathered round and asking Larry for his autograph, 
which he graciously dealt out. 
 
 Pictures are pretty self-explanatory, Mike Junk was on his first tour and allegedly took 1,200 pictures. He 
made the mistake of leaving his camera out numerous times and we graced him with butts… etc.. In those 
days, the photos were on film that needed to be developed at a later date. When he set up the slide show for 
his family he wasn't aware of “those pictures” and his family were less than delighted to view those. 
 
 Couldn't find a picture of the famous Puma (Hugo Porta) but we did meet him after the game.  I don't even 
remember who won the match.  We played eight matches there and not one easy one, the Social aspect of a 
rugby game there got past them and they were all higher level Clubs.  Got spanked pretty good in some of 
the matches. 
 
 The Argentine lifestyle of eating at 10:00 and staying out all night put the serious hurt on us.  Might have 
been some drug and alcohol abuse as well. 
 
 Doug 

(L-R) Dominic Bornao and Doug McCauley 

Touring with Boom Box music & wearing weirdo sunglasses.  



 

 

Mike Junk, who thoughtfully brought a camera on the  

Argentina tour and took the photos in this article.   

We thank you! 

 

He also learned the hard way what happened when 
that camera was left unattended.  

 

Mike first saw the other photos during a slide show 
for his parents. 



 

 

Support your rugby club! 
 

Put it on your credit card. 

 

Go to www.jayhawkrugby.com 

Hit “Donate”. 

It’s a PayPal link directly to our charity account. 



 

 

Thank You 
 

The gentlemen of the Kansas Jayhawks Rugby Football Club thank you for your continued involve-
ment of following and supporting the team. 

 

Some of our best days lay ahead and that is greatly because of you. 

 

Photo by GTH Images, taken after last fall’s concluding game, the 69-0 win over K-State. 


